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When thinking about my personal learning Environment, I imagine myself as a Pac-Man
that absorbs the knowledge like eating the pac-dots. There are five zones of my PLE. The first is
the internet zone; Wikipedia, Google, TED,and Urban Dictionary are the tools I use all the time
when I try to learn from the internet. I put down google map and google translator because I am
away from my country, using second language to study. Those two tools help me navigate and
communicate with others. TED is an online class to me. I learned many trends that happened
around the world via TED. Urban Dictionary is a web-based dictionary that contains not only
literal definitions but also common sense of words and it is useful as a cross-culture learning
method.
The second zone of my PLE is also related to internet but has deeper connection with my
personal life. It is social media zone such as Facebook, Instagram, Flicker, and Vimeo that help
me express my learning outcome and my feeling to stories that happened around me. Youtube
and Yelp always gave me answers to find quick questions. Blogger shows me other people’s
opinions or ideas I can refer to.
The third zone is the traditional learning environment such as schools, libraries, books, and
classrooms. Also, any kind of arts space, for example, galleries, museums, theaters, or even arts
pieces around the street corners inspire me.
The forth zone related to my personal interest, that is, film. Movie theaters, Netflix, and
DVDs gave me the opportunity to appreciate films. My internship in Cinema Pacific Film Festival
is a valuable learning experience for me to learn through practice. IMDB stands for Internet
Movie Database and it contains the largest database and information related to films,TV shows
and video games. Camara and iMovie are the tools for me when creating a film.
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